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Associated Students General Election: Candidate Debate

Six A.S. candidates debate ballot issues
B) Jena
D \Ill
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In the first and only debate of
this semester’s Associated Students election, the six candidates
for the positions of president, vice
president and controller argued
Tuesday about three key campus
issues.
Members of the two political
parties on campus, the Spartan

and Impact (Innovative Members
Promoting Advocacy, Change and
Trust) parties, battled about issues
such as the construction of a new
recreation center and computer
lab, as well as the replacement of
the association’s bylaws.
Though there was no clear victor in the debate, which about 45
people attended, the parties were
evenly split on each issue.
Erin Osborne, who is running

for director of programming affairs
with the Spartan Party, said she
thought Impact Party information
was inaccurate.
"It was based more on blowing
steam and not actual true fact
information that will help students," Osborne said.
Kirsten Levin, a senior in psychology, said she was more
impressed by the Impact Party
"It seems like the Spartan Party

was taking things out of context,"
Levin said. "Maribel Martinez
seemed to know what she was talking about."
On the construction of a new
recreation center on campus,
Akbar Shetty, the Spartan Party
vice-presidential candidate, advocated raising student fees to fund
the project.
"I personally believe it’s a good
idea," Shetty said. "If it’s going to

be done, it has to be done now. The
longer we wait, the more money it
will cost."
Carina Herrera, the Impact
Party vice-presidential candidate,
argued against the proposal, saying her party needs more information betbre deciding whether to
support it.
"A lot of things are unclear," Herrera said. "Maybe we’re being misled. If you’re not clear, vote ’No.’ "

Nleasure S is the referendum
that would create funding for a $28
million recreation center.
The center would house nine
features, such as an indoor jogging
track and a health food court, that
are not currently available at San
Jose State University.
Students could end up paying a
fee of $100 per semester by Fall
See
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Lecture
expands
beliefs
By Jordan Robertson
Dmiv NI NI r
Muslim scholar Zaid Ansari kicked off
Islam Awareness Week on campus Monday with a speech to about 20 students on
the fundamentals of the Middle Eastern
religion.
Zaid, who converted to Islain 26 years
ago, spoke chiefly about the concept of
monotheism, which is the belief in one
god.
"This is the belief that grounds us in
our theology. our politics and our behavior," he said.
In the speech. which was sponsored by
the Muslim Students Association. Ansari
said there are three principles that guide
Muslims in their worship.
The first principle. he said, is that of
the "oneness of God," a belief that means
a God in this case. Allah
created
everything.
Ansari told the audience in the
Costanoan nxim of the Student Union
that "The Primal Mover," or creator, is an
example of that belief
"We look to the logic and the rationale
that’s part of the human experience, and
that across hunian cultures that there
has been a primal mover for these
things," said Ansari, a senior statistics
researcher at San Francisco State University. "And God revealed that he is the
primal mover. He created the heavens
and Earth. He is not part of the creation.
he is the creator."
The other two elements of worship.
Ansari said, are the belief in the sover
eignty of God and the understanding that
humans’ actions have consequence:4.
Ansari’s speech WaS one of three
scheduled for the week. The point of the
week, said Faten Hijazi, vice president of
the Muslim Students Association, is to
educate students about the Islamic religion.
Hijazi said she helped choose Ansari
as a speaker because of his extensive
knowledge in the field
see i S
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Mojgan Mohammed, left, and Michelle Ley hung up clothes from India and Pakistan at the cultural fair held at the Seventh Street barbecue pits Tuesday. Ley
is a religious studies major and Mohammed is a double major in religious studies and administration of justice.

Islamic cultural fair promotes diversity
I . I Tin.,
..\ ,
Turkish Baklava and Pakistani
jalebis. or sugar treats, were the hooks
used to sweeten student interest and
curiosity in the (’ultural Fair at the Seventh Street barbecue pit.
The fair. sponsored by the MUNIIM
Student A.ssociation as part of Islantic
Awareness Week, was aimed to give stu\

pportunity to 1,.:111 .11:out
Islamic religion. while clarifying misunderstandings, club officers said.
"It’s a good way to get people to come
by, sit at the tables and learn what we’re
all about," said Tyson Amir-Mustafa, an
African American studies and comparative religious studies major.
Students passing by Tuesday afternoon were able to collect from the tables
brochures that explained Islamic
Ill111,

t 11,,ught. ask ’Mite’s giostions and take
part in a potluck, mostly of sweets.
This year’s fair differed in that students approached the tables more candidly, said Mojgan Mohammed, the club’s
publicity officer.
Some of the questions students asked
referred to the clothes Muslims wear.
Islam does not refer to one nationality, said Mohammed.
"We’re more about getting together,"

See
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Improv group to swing by SJSU

w dynamic

ke% in Iliguelti
Mark Young,
left, and Jyoti
Patel check
their marks
and tally up
their scores
(luring their
intermediate
archery class.
The class
meets from
noon to 1:50
p.m. Tuesdays
at the South
Campus
fields.
.114: A Am ina

slo s,1141. "We’re a diversc group
Michelle Lay, a religious studies
major. proved how diverse the fair could
be.
Wearing a gold-beaded, dark blue
Indian Islamic dress, Lay, who is Jewish
said, "Even though we’re at opposite
sides, I’m here to show my support."
With about 25 students sitting quiet-
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Members of the Joe West Hall government am showcasing cast members from
Comedy Sportz San Jose for a free program to give residents a breather from
school and a night of laughs.
The Comedy Sport? irrnup is sched-

uled to perform in the San Jose State
University Dining Commons at 8:30 p.m.
Thursday
The event is for Residence Hall residents only, according to Yevette LaVal,
president ofJoe West.
"We wanted to bring something here
to the students to give them a break from
midterms and homework "

LaVal said the event is a good opportunity for the hall residents to get
together and meet people.
Christine Hodgson, the historian for
Joe West Hall said the Joe West Hall government is putting on the event with the
support of the Inter Residence Hall Assosee COMEDY. Page 6

Shamrock Showcase to give children luck
By Karen Kabiling
Dmiv
WKIII
The Kappa Delta sorority is scheduled
to host its fourth annual Shamrock Show Cage at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Loma
Prieto mom of the Student Union.
All sororities’ and fraternities have to
sponsor a philanthropy, or charitable

cause, said Erica Porras, Kappa Delta vice
president of public relations.
In honor of St. Patrick’s Day, the lipsync-a-thon is held to unite the Greek
community and benefit a cause. Porras
said.
Kappa Delta will also be selling $1 raffle tickets with prizes such as hotel mom
accommodations and restaurant gift cer-

tificates, she said.
The event is open to everyone tickets
will cost $3 with an event T-shirt and $5
without.
Jennifer Simic, the Shamrock Showcase chair, said Kappa Delta is scheduled
to begin its festivities by selling raffle tick-
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Do media ’fuel the. fire and contribute to violent crimes in America?

Media should report news with more
tact rather than glorifying violence
Media coverage of violent crimes may be spreading the tire by giving such
elements too much attention. From what is seen on television, it seems
within the last 10 years that the amount of violence, especially with the
youth of America, has been growing.
In some ways the media can share some of the fault by showing a young, angry
mind that it takes only some semiautomatic weapons and a few bombs to get his
or her picture on the front page.
Stories that feature violent events also tend to scare readers into believing
that the world is a dangerous, cruel place.
The problem is not in the actual stories, because the public deserves to know the
truth, but it lies in covering and publicizing the
news responsibly.
Because of all of the recent coverage, the public
actually has been led to believe that the crime rate has
been increasing rapidly in America, according to a
F’reedom Forum Online article written by Ruth O’Brien.
O’Brien’s article also said news outlets hype crime so
much that they "skew public perception."
O’Brien talked to Vincent
Schiraldi of the Center on JuveDAILY STA11. \X/R111.1:
nile and Criminal Justice in New
York, who said the public now
believes school violence is on the rise, when in actuality it has
declined 40 percent from 1998 to 1999.
The media still believe "if it bleeds it leads" and care more about
entertaining and drawing readers than taking a responsible
approach to informing them.
Crime in California is at its lowest point in more than a decade.
but crime coverage has increased to an all-time high, according
to an article by Mark Armstrong from the Desert Sun in October 1999.
Many people in the
world have not experiThe problem is
enced violence firsthand
not in the actual
and their knowledge of it
comes from what
stories, because often
they read in print or see
the news.
the public on With
that much control
over the public,
deserves to know
media should use
the truth, but it their power to inform
also present wm lies in covering and
to increase the satet
and publicizing for residents and their
children.
the news
According to an article
from www.tvsurveys.com titled
responsibly. "The
Right to More Meaningful
Crime Coverage," the public
viewed coverage about the actual apprehension of criminals to be
better news.
The public felt the media could do a better job of insuring its
peace of mind rather than only covering violence.
Constant coverage of violence can make a reader believe then
is growing danger in the world.
Furthermore, covering random crimes gives readers a false
sense of danger, according to an article from Presstime magazine
The answer is not less coverage.
The answer is more in-depth coverage that will put the stories into context, which will help readers prepare for their safety.
With so much violence in the entertainment genre alone, the news media
should take it upon themselves to report things that will discourage violent
behavior.
The Columbine shootings may be a direct result of too much violence in tht,
media.
An Associated Press story that ran in September 2000 reported that the Columbine
shootings illustrate how the violence children view has become an ingredient in the
"toxic mix" that has turned them into killers.
A parent can regulate what a child watches as far as entertainment, but it is hard to
keep a child from hearing about violent events in the news.
As a child, my parents pushed me to read the newspaper and keep up with current events.
Who knows what kind of influence the news would have had on me if all I read about were
students shooting students due to a lack of popularity.
The media tends to glorify violence in order to make the story more dramatic and entertaining
to read.
This sends out the wrong message to the readers and should be handled with more tact to help the public see society growing as opposed to dying.

TALKING HEADS

Salameh Naber
freshman
undeclared

a scary world we live in. Since 1998, we have seen many innocent people’s lives end too soon. What
It’s
is going on in this world? Kids packing guns. Kids killing kids. Kids not being kids. It’s hard to believe
these things occur so often.
When I was growing up, I never had to deal with such things, but today’s youth does.
It’s important to know what’s going on in the world around us.
From the shootings at Columbine High School in Colorado to the
bomb scare at Cupertino’s DeAnza College to the recent catastrophe
at Santana High School less than two weeks ago, there has been an
awful trend on the rise that isn’t going away.
We all need to be aware of
what’s going on in the world.
o
It’s outrageous situations
such as these that catch people
off guard.
Without much thought, it’s so
easy for people to point their fingers, blaming these events on
oa
t=b
violent video games, music lyrics
.,..
and media coverage.
During adolescence, we begin to underDAILY STAFI VCR! I I I:
stand ourselves further and gain the ability to
decide for ourselves.
People need to take responsibility for their own actions if someone pulled
the trigger, it’s his or her fault.
The U.S. Department of Education’s Guide to Safe Schools listed several
common characteristics of school killers including social withdrawal, expression
of violence in writings and drawings directed at individuals and the possession
of and use of firearms.
If a game is violent, parents should keep it away from their kids.
If a movie has excessive sexual or violent content, don’t let kids watch
If a music album contains
vicious and sick lyrics, take it
Media democraaway.
My mother always knew what I
cy is more than
was up to.
the freedom of
She was so concerned about my wellbeing that she fast-forwarded a movie’s love
speech and the
scenes. And, even in high school, she didn’t
let me watch Basic Instinct.
freedom of the
Was my mother the only one who cared? I
press. Media
hope not.
"The biggest difference between adolescents
is
democracy
now and adolescents 20 years ago is the
incredible access to firearms," said Mark
about ... making
DeAntonio, Director of Inpayourself heard.
tient Adolescent Services
at the Neuropsychiatric
Institute at UCLA. "It’s
a very difficult, turbulent time. and kid, iould not have
this access to guns."
As of August 1999, the FBI reported that youth
violence accounts for 13 percent of violent crime and
8 percent of murder
perhaps much less than most
people would think.
The media tend to blow things out of proportion to
gain ratings.
They’re simply surrendering to the viewers’
1:=:=1
demands.
00000
We all want to be entertained and at the same
time, informed.
OneWorld International Foundation, a valuebased network, gives the highest importance to operating under transparent ethical standards.
According to the organization’s Web site, media
democracy is more than the freedom of speech and
the freedom of the press.
"Media democracy is about voice projection
making yourself heard."
With the implementation of the Internet, it has
become so much easier for the media to reach their
audience from great distances.
There are so many things available on the
Web, and that makes it even harder to reach a
specific target group.
It’s a journalist’s duty to inform the
public with whatever the news might be.
2.0o1
They aren’t fueling the fire it’s been burning for a long time.

00

Illustration by Dawn Bozack

Kevin Higuchi is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

"No, I think they should say
everything in the event.They
should say what people are
doing without precautions."

Blame should not be directed to media
when all they do is inform the public

"Yes, I think the media is sensationalized too much ...
caused by a system where they
make money off of their news."

Susan Nilsson
graduate student
library science

Karen Kabiling is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

should media take better precautions when reporting

"I think it’s important that
they take a balanced
approach. Sometimes it
seems they don’t tackle the
issue in depth and instead
sensationalize the story ."

Dave

Taddei
staff
academic technology

"They make everything so
blown up and dramatic.They
could choose their verbiage
more carefully to report."

- Tam, Meyer
senior
hospitality management

"When they (children) see
something like Columbine, they
...think they can have their 15
minutes of fame. I think if the
media piped down in the way
they report, it would create less
hype on this whole school
shooting."
Jeremy Jones
senior
communication studies

Compiled by J.E. Espino and photos by Yoshie Sejima
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"I don’t think so, because
they’re kind of reporting the
truth. Everyone is required to
know what’s happening
around the world. It’s up to
the person to know what’s
right from wrong."
Mary Phuong
freshman
business marketing
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Disposable phones join the loop
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F.. my first concert out of
high school, my best friend
and I forked out $40 and
bought five disposable cameras.
For $8 a pop, it seemed like a
good deal.
Neither of us owned a camera, nor did we have the money
to buy one.
Plus, if the camera was lost or
stolen, replacing it constituted a
drive to the local drug store.
Eventually, we both broke
down and bought real cameras.
Cell phones may turn out to
be the same way.
A start-up company in San
Francisco was scheduled to
unveil the world’s first disposable wireless phone Tuesday,
according to a San Jose Mercury
News article.
Disposable wireless phones
as if the world needed more
gadgets.
Apparently, they would sell
for about $30 and could be purchased at places such as gas stations, 7-Elevens and Wal-Marts.
The phones wouldn’t be able
to receive calls nor would they
have a keypad to dial numbers
on.
The only buttons on the
phone would be used to turn the
phone on and to place emergency calls.
To dial, phone users would
have to speak a phone number.
And, to draw in the trendy
people of the world, the phone
would be manufactured in two
colorful pieces.

The first piece would be the
earpiece and microphone, which
people would keep for multiple
uses.
The second piece, dubbed the
"AirClip" by Telespree, the
phone’s manufacturer, would
hold a battery to power the
phone and keep track of the
minutes left on the phone.
The logic behind the phone is
that people who cannot afford to
pay for a steady phone plan
could afford to use the disposable phone on occasion.
There could be some good
uses for it people could keep a
spare disposable phone in the
car for emergencies.
For parents, they could spend
the $30 to buy a disposable
phone for when their kids go to a
concert or on vacation without
them.
Even though the parents
wouldn’t be able to call their
kids, they could rest a bit easier.
At least the parents would
know that if their kids need to
call them, the monsters wouldn’t have to worry about having
change for a pay phone in the
wrong area of town, or even
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Today
Women’s Studies Program
Sherrie Tucker, professor of women’s
studies at Hobart and William Smith Colleges will present research related to her
book, ’Swing Shift: All-Girl Bands of the
1940s; 3 p m to 5 p.m. in the Multicultur.
al Center, located in the Student Union.
For more information, call Eric at 92{6255.
Student Occupational Therapy
Association
Book drive Books will be collected and
donated to a local charity Boxes are locat.
ed in Central Classroom building. Room
203
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10
a.m. to 4 p
in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings For more information,
call John or Nicole at 924-4330
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Action
MEChA’s weekly meeting, 3 30 p m
the Chicano Resource Center, Modular A
For more information, call Adriana Garcia
at 655.6785
Chicano Commencement
General meetmg, 5 30 p m at the Chi.
cano Resource Center in Modular A. For
more information. call David Ruiz at 924.
2991

Michelle Jew is the
Spartan Daily
Managing Editor.
"Spoiled" appears
Wednesdays.

REACH Program
Re -Entry And Commuter Help Program

hosts Brown Bag Lunch Test.taking work.
shop with Mary Moore from Counseling
Services, noon to 1 30 p m in the Pacheco
roam located in the Student Union For
more information, call Jane Boyd at 9245950
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to 4 45 p m in the Sports Club For more
information, call Shoshanah at 924.611S
English Society
William Meredith, poet, 4 30 p m in the
Steinbeck Center For more information,
call Alan Soldofsky at 924-4432
saspiritorg
Meditation guided and instructional
All meditators welcome. 4 30 p m to
5 30 p m at the Campus Ministry Chapel,
located at 300 S. 10th St For more infer.
[nation, call R Wharton at 605-1687

Students for Justice and The
Sound sessions A biweekly concert
series fusing politcal thought and music,
noon to 1 p m in the Student Union
Amphitheater For more information, call
Vanessa at 924.4578
Gay Leabian Bisexual Transgender
Alliance
Moetingidiscus.on. 5 p
in the
Costanoan room, located in the Student
Union. For more information, call Shanna
at 938-0803.
Anthropology and Behavioral Science
Club
Organizational meeting, 3 p.m in
kNashington Square Hall, Room 004. For
more information, call Marlene Elwell at
241.7471.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Youth for Christ. 7 30 p m. to 9 p.m. in
the Guadalupe room, located in the Stu.
dent Union For more information, call Site
ter Marcia at 938-1610
Nutrition Education Action Team
(NEAT)
Free nutrition counseling at the SJSU
Sport Club Confidential half-hour sessions
with nutrition graduate students, 3 15 p m

Associated Students
Online scholarship applications at
http.//scholarships.spu.edu For more info’,
motion, call Maria Murphy at 924-6240
Clark Library
Book giveaway Thousands of duplicate
library books for free, 1 p.m to 4 p.m. at
the SJSU Seater Road storage facility,
located at 1875 Senter Road, building B
For more information, call Celia Bakke ..t
924.2715
Students for Justice
Meeting, 6 30 p at m the Pacheco room
located in the Student Union For more
informalion, call Vanessa at 924-4578
Alpha Kappa Omega
DJ Vinror, DJ Apollo and the Triple
Threat Deejays perforating bye. noon to I
p m in the Student Unton Amphitheater For
more information, call Marius Bang Tao at
’5101385-3243
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Students should learn to voice
concerns in respectful manner
Tti,. article about the condition of the water and
uncleanliness in the Residence Halls was extremely disheartening, but not for the reasons most people would think I’m
upset.
This was and still is a serious
issue, and the health of the residents on campus should not be
taken lightly.
I was definitely comforted to
hear (long before this article was
published) that the water for the
entire university is tested on
timely basis.
The university water not only
meets standards set by the U.S.
Environmental
Protection
Agency, but is better than the
water in the city of San Jose.
Many administrators, including university housing services
and other departments on campus, were very willing to come
forth with this information.
In short. the university’s housing services cares about the residents.
Once again, I am reading
about a problem that is blown out
of proportion before the administration has a chance to do anything about it.
They are blamed, accosted,
and hung to dry publicly all for
the sake of making a point.
This isn’t the first time that
university housing services or
any other department on campus
has been attacked for not getting
things done for the students. But
I think many individuals could
use a lesson in respect.
Some might say I’m biased on
this issue and my opinion can
easily be dismissed because of my
affiliation with university housing services.
But my opinion does matter
because I’m a student, and have
lived here for the past three
years.
In those three years I’ve witnessed some amazing people
working here that make living
here a wonderful place. Their
efforts totally contradict the idea
that "housing is a horrible operation.
In order for us to receive the
quality education we are paying
for, we must be willing to work
and learn with the people giving
us the service.
We made that commitment the

first day we set foot on campus.
Living on campus is part of
that learning experience.
If students in the Residence
Halls are not willing to take the
time to talk to their administrators about the problems they see,
then this whole thing called an
education is a loss.
It is true that at least more
than once in your stay as student, you will encounter a situation that will seem to go against
everything you’ve worked so hard
for academically.
As students, though, it is our
responsibility to voice our concerns and keep the university
working hard for us.
Our administrators and faculty are accountable to the students to ensure that we receive a
quality university experience.
However, none of that will ever
happen if we continue to tear at
the very working relationship we
have with our administrators
and faculty.
Everyone, from the individuals
working behind the counters to
the university president, has one
thing in common: they are
human beings.
I don’t think our elected student representatives remember
that enough.
Human beings make mistakes,
sometimes lose their focus as to
why they are here and need to be
reminded why they are doing
their jobs.
But they deserve to be
approached in a respectful, dignified manner instead of being
yelled at and attacked every step
of the way.
As a student leader. you might
get a lot further with the faculty
and administration if you encourage positive dialogues to solve
problems instead of going in with
fists up.
I would like to challenge
everyone to give it a try, and you
might actually find out those people you are trying so hard to
work against just might have the
same goals as you do.

STDs prevented Beliefs of a Christian Church
with abstinence bring about disappointment
is no coincidence that since
Itthe 1960s, when people started pushing safe sex and promoting it, the number of people
with sexually transmitted diseases has risen, teenage pregnancies are up and abortions are up.
Sex is a gift from God reserved
for a man and woman in marriage.
Look at how society has
become since we teorweed from-iris
standard/.
If you want to be 100 percent
safe from STDs and unplanned
pregnancies, wait until marriage
to have sex.
Daniel T Offerman
senior
hospitality management
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ately. 1 have been disappointed with what has

been written in the Spartal. I billy. Erika wrote. "Prior to
today’s forum, I had not chosen
which candidates to vote for. Now
I am a wholehearted IMPACT
Party supporter. Your thoughtless and childish behavior cost
the Spartan Party not only my
vote, but possibly the votes of
others who have witnessed your
behavior or read this letter."
She was writing because of
A.S. President Leo Davila’s
behavior at the open forum Monday and linked Davila’s name to
his past affiliations with the
Spartan Party.

Right now, the only overcrowded places on campus are the
Event Center and the food places.
Have you ever tired to work
out or eat on campus lately?
If you have, then you will
agree that the new recreation
center is a great idea. If you disagree, then you are part of the
problem, because you obviously
haven’t spent enough time on
campus.
As far as the small tuition
increase, lets face it, our tuition
has been higher in the past, and
the small increase is worth it. In
fact, it may encourage more students to use the services that

Being at Diu open forum, I was
sitting slightly to the side and
behind Davila. During Erika’s
question, he did start laughing
and it was inappropriate. However, other people were laughing
and not all of them were from the
Spartan Party.
I can also testify that the comment, "liar," was made by Davila’s companion and not by him.
However, in Tuesday’s Spartan
Daily, Davila was blamed, and
his affiliation with the Spartan
Party has had an impact on all of
the individuals of the party.
Davila is no longer a member
of the Spartan Party. Basing one
vote for the Spartan Party condi-

One Washington Square. San Jose, CA 95192-0149
(408) 924-32110 IE-mail: SIMILVIsinse.sjsu.edu
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cheek, etc?
The cornerstone of any religion has to be sanctity of life.
We now have an illegal president, the biggest serial killer
in America, so I must assume
close to a majority of Americans believe in state-killing.
I do not know the stance of
the Catholic Church.
I wonder if he (John) knows.
I am engaged in research at
present to determine which
Christian churches share this
contradiction, anachronism,
anomaly, whatever it is.
I welcome John’s help.
J. Martin Nysted
alumnus 1968
mathematics

SJSU offers to us.
If all you are looking for is a
cheap, "no-frills" college experience, go to San Jose City College.
It’s a good school that may better meet your needs.
A new recreation center will
allow our school to offer more
benefits to its students and at a
reasonable cost.
If the tuition increase is all
that is making you mad, maybe
you can apply for one of the new
jobs it will provide.
Bill Hansen
junior
administration of justice

Spartan Party not at fault for the action of one
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Jose State University
should agree that the new
recreation center can help solve
one of our biggest problems.
How do we get people to stay
on campus? How can we stop
being a commuter school?
It is easy: Put more things on
campus that the students will
both like and use.
That is exactly what the recreation center does.
It will add more places to eat,
more space for workout facilities.
more space for intramural sports
not to mention the on-campus
jobs as well.

DeAnne Miller
President, Inter Residence
Hall Association
English major

EDITORIAI

a baptized Lutheran,
AsJohn Wilhelmsson’s letter to the editor expresses my sentiments well.
The benevolence of Christianity, at least in theory, has
been the mainstay of my life.
About a week ago, the roof
crashed and the wheel came
off.
My Lutheran church, Missouri Synod. to which- I have
belonged for 40’ years and fn
which I was married, supports
capital punishment, i.e. statekilling.
I am in the crisis of crises.
This is more than an inconsistency.
It is a contradiction.
What happened to the commandments, turning the other

Proposed rec center can help SJSU’s reputation
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worse, losing a $200 phone.
Senior citizens living alone
could buy one and keep it for
emergencies when they are out
and about.
The only question would be
the quality.
How can a company guarantee that a phone will work especially when it’s a cellular phone?
Some companies cannot even
supply their paying customers
with decent service.
Prepaid phones aren’t new to
cell phones. Some companies
already offer prepaid phone
plans.
It works for my friend,
because if she didn’t have a
minute limit, her bill would skyrocket, and she wouldn’t be able
to pay her rent.
Still, a cell phone isn’t as
cheap as the disposable phone
AT&T’s cheapest prepaid
package averaged to $100,
including 25 minutes and the
cell phone purchase.
Maybe disposable phones will
be the rage next year, but eventually, just as I did with the disposable cameras, people will
upgrade to the real thing.
After all, disposable things
are made to be thrown away.
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dates on the actions ot past membens) hurts individuals like me.
If someone is going to vote
against the party I am in, I
would like the reason to be
because of what we stand for and
for what we want to do to help
the students and the community.
In addition, I want students to
know that there are many of us
in the Spartan Party who appreciate and would like student
input.
Alice Tsai
freshman
occupational therapy
psychology
A.S. candidate

Clearing record
about election
forum incident
Ms. Jackson:
So that I might set the record
straight, I wanted to inform you
that, in fact, it wasn’t Leo Davila
who made that immature und
inappropriate remark under his
breath, but me.
Furthermore, it wasn’t the
word "liar," but the word "plant."
Call me a conspiracy theorist.
’blit I ’bid it hard to believe that
you came to the most recent
debate out of your own will but
were sent by some mysterious
anti-recreation-center foes, who
will remain nameless, but I’m
sure they know who they are.
Also, in defense of Davila and
as a former student government
leader myself, being at every student’s beck and call is virtually
impossible when you have other
responsibilities that include
work and school. I’m sure had
you left a note or made a call to
Davila’s voicemail he would have
made every diligent effort possible to get back to you in a timely
manner.
However, I do agree with you
when you say Davila should have
his office hours posted for every
student to see. Nevertheless I
believe it might have been more
appropriate to address your concerns with him personally as
opposed to making your declaration in the Spartan Daily. I for
one will make sure to address the
issue with him personally.
In conclusion, I hope that you
will take the opportunity to apologize to Davila for your submitted letter to the editor, which
wrongly accused him of a remark
he never made.
I believe that if you don’t it
will not only reflect badly on you,
but on my mysterious anti -recreation center foes.
Paul Higgins
junior
political science

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
hack on fat?

()pinion page policies
Readers arc encouraged to express themselves on the opinion page with a Iener
to the editor
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become thc propert% of thc Spartan Daily and ma). be edited for
clarin. grammar. libel and length Submissions ntust contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signeture and major.
Submissions
bc put in the Letters to the Editor box at the spanan
Office in D%%ight Bente’ !tall Room 209. sent by fax to (408) 924-3237. e-mail at
SDAILY*imc.s.isu.edu ot mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor. School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San lose State University. One Washington
Square. San Jose. CA 951924 40
Editorials are written by. and are the consensus of. the Spartan Daily Mi.
tors. not the guff.
Published opinions and advertisement% do not nccessarin mflect the views of the
Spartan Dail). the School of Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSI.I.
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Piraro sets win record as SJSU rallies in final at-bat
11 .lulian .1. Ramos
DkIl
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SAN FRANCISCO In dramatic fashion, Spartan head
coach Sam Piraro became the
winningest baseball coach in
school history Tuesday.
Tuesday’s Score
USF

8

Spartans

9

Friday- SJSU at Rice 7 p.m.

After blowing a five-run lead,
San Jose State University managed to hold off the University of
San Francisco for a 9-8 win at
Benedetti Diamond.
With the win, Piraro surpassed the mark of 467 wins, the
amount former SJSU coach Gene
Menges amassed in 17 seasons.
Piraro’s record at SJSU in 15 seasons stands at 468-351-4.
"It was more important to win
the game," Piraro said. "It was a
hard-fought game."
The Spartans got off to a fast
start in the top of the first inning.
With one out in the inning,
center fielder Ryan Brucker
reached first base on a USF error.
After left fielder Junior Ruiz
flied out, right fielder Brandon
Macchi drew a walk from Chris
Thogersen, the Dons’ starting
pitcher.
Shortstop
Ryan
Adams
reached base on another USF
error, allowing Brucker to score
from second base for a 1-0 lead.
With two outs and the bases

1oshie .Sejimu
.Staff
Gabe Lopez, No.2 , slides into second base in front of University of San Francisco shortstop, Jared Carvalho. The Spartans won the game 9-8, and the victory made head coach Sam Piraro the winningest
baseball coach in San Jose State University history with 468 wins.
loaded in the Dons’ half of the
first inning, first baseman Jesse
Foppert hit a single off SJSU
starter Dave Fuqua to drive home
designated hitter Armand GeerIan as USF tied the game at 1-1.
The tie, however, didn’t last
long, as the first SJSU batter of
the second inning, third baseman
Kevin Frandsen, smacked a home

run to left field. Second baseman
Gabe Lopez smacked a double
down the right-field line to put a
Spartan runner in scoring position with one out.
One out later, Ruiz came up to
the plate and had two strikes
against him when he crushed a
Thogersen pitch to deep-right
center field for his fourth home

run of the season.
"They weren’t giving me
many pitches to hit," Ruiz said.
"I took a swing at it and was
able to hit it out."
The Spartans tallied a run in
each of the next three innings
and accumulated a 7-2 lead
heading into the bottom of the
fifth inning, when the Dons’ bats

came alive.
USF’s Tag Bozied hit a oneout home run off Spartan reliever Andy Cook to cut the SJSU
lead to 7-3.
The Dons quickly had runners in scoring position after
right fielder Jeremy Janz singled and catcher Steve Booth
doubled.
Piraro went to the bullpen
and brought in Mike Malott
with USF runners on and second and third bases.
The first batter Malott faced,
Foppert, reached base on a
throwing error by Frandsen,
which allowed Janz to score and
make the score 7-4.
"This is a hitter’s ballpark,"
Piraro said. "You are never comfortable with a five-run lead."
The Dons would eventually
deadlock the game by scoring
one run in the bottom of the
eighth inning. A two-run seventh
inning had made the score 7-6.
Spartan reliever Jahseam
George was on the mound with
one out to go when a pop-fly off
the bat of Gaerlan floated in the
strong San Francisco wind in
the direction of left fielder
Junior Ruiz.
Ruiz dropped the ball, allowing Gaerlan to reach base.
Bozied, who had homered in
the fifth inning, smacked a
triple to deep right-center field,
driving Gaerlan home to tie the
game at 7-7.
If Piraro was to break the win
record in nine innings, the Spartans would need a rally in the
top of the ninth.
With one out in the top of the

ninth, Fagan singled past
Bozied. Piraro went to his bench
and inserted Tony Jones to pinch
run. Frandsen then singled,
which allowed Jones to advance
to third base.
USF head coach Nino Giarratano made a pitching change
before catcher Adam Shorsher
stepped into the batter’s box.
Foppert moved from first base
to pitcher, and his first pitch got
past catcher Booth, moving
Frandsen to second. Shorsher
would strike out looking.
In a tight situation, with the
game on the line, Lopez came
through for the Spartans and
made Piraro the all-time win
leader.
Lopez doubled to left field,
driving home Jones and Frandsen to put the Spartans up 9-7.
"I was looking for a fastball
away," Lopez said. "He threw a
curve, and I hit it."
Ruiz was grateful for Lopez’s
hit as it took him off the hook for
his error in the eighth inning.
"I love him for that," Ruiz
said. "I was praying for someone
to pick me up after the error."
Spartan pitcher Matt Kauffman came in to stop the Dons in
the bottom of the ninth inning.
Kauffman went on to give up
one run on two hits and the allimportant three outs to secure
the Spartans 9-8 win.
"He put out the fire," Piraro
said.
The Spartans (14-6-1) are
scheduled to begin a three-game
Western Athletic Conference
series against Rice University
on Friday in Houston, Texas.

Quintero breaks career strikeout record in split of doubleheader
Erik Anderson
D1111 SI %dolt SINII WRIIIR

The Spartan softball team was
six outs away from a doubleheader
sweep Tuesday. until a single pitch
intervened.
-the second game. Weitittfg
behind the tireless arm ofSalifina
Quintero, San Jose State University held a 1-0 lead one it had held
since the first inning until the
top of the sixth inning, when
Miami University of Ohio turned
the tables.
Drawing a walk from Quintero,
only one of a handful issued by
Spartan pitching all day, Miami
struck quickly when its next batter,
senior Kristina Mortaloni. put one
of Quintero’s offerings over the center-field fence to regain the lead, 21.
The pitch was supposed to have
been a "rice ball"
one that would
have started low and come up high
on the hitter Quintero said after
the game.
Instead, the pitch flattened out,
and Mortaloni gave it a ride.
-(1( tip my hat to her," Quintero
said of Mortaloni.

Earlier in the genie, SJSU capitalized on the error-prone arms of
the RedHawks’ infield when Veronica Ramos, who was named the
Western Athletic Conference player
of the week Monday, doubled to left
field following an error that
altowed Bette Baldridge to reach
first.
The game was not a total loss.
however, as Quintero broke the
Spartan career strikeout record of
376, by striking out five batters,
which gave her 378 as a Spartan.
Serving in the relief role in the
first game, Quintero notched four
strikeouts, which brought her to
373 three short of the record she
would break later.
"I didn’t know what it (the
record) was," Quintero said. "I’m
just going out there to pitch a game
and the strikeouts will come."
In the first game, SJSU stormed
out to a 3-0 lead after two innings,
due in part to two unearned runs,
but after allowing the RedHawks to
come back, the Spartans won on
the last pitch of the game.
The Spartans broke a 3-3 tie in
the bottom of the seventh, when
Ramos knocked home Raldridge.

who reached second base moments
earlier on a double, with the gamewinning single.
Dee Dee Enabenter, the SJSU
head coach, remained pragmatic
after the day’s outcome.
"They had quite a few errors
that allowed us to walk away with
a win," she said.
Enabenter said the team lacked
the same battling spirit that it had
shown during the weekend’s
National Invitational Softball
Tournament. in which the Spartans played eight games.
"We just didn’t have the same
fire today," she said.
Enabenter said she was disappointed with the team’s hitting
specifically.
The Spartan hitters were getting ahead of the pitch speed, stepping out early and swinging on top
of the pitches.
"We didn’t display discipline and
focus enough at the plate," Enabenter said.
The Spartan hitters created few
opportunities to add to their 1-0
lead in the second game, but in the
fifth inning, they missed out on
what was perhaps their best

chance to add to the lead.
After Karlie Reiss had reached
base on a one-out base hit, Heather
Sindlinger reached first when the
RedHawks’ shortstop failed to convert what could have been a double
play, by first mishandling the pickup, then throwing late to first.
A sacrifice bunt down the firstbase line then moved the runners
into scoring position.
Later in the fifth, the Spartans
failed to take advantage of the
opportunity to tie the game, as
Kirsten Foster stranded the two
SJSU runners after she grounded
out to shortstop.
In the sixth, the SJSU batters
went down in order and only managed one more single in the seventh, before pinch hitter Jackie
Jimenez flied out to center to end
the game.
Enabenter, however, said she did
not fault her team’s pitching for its
woes.
!’,,,,/
.sho
"They all pitch well enough to
win," she said. "If you allow a team Miami (Ohio) University’s Jessica Zogaib bobbles the
to hang in a game, then one pitch ball,’ allowing Spartan catcher Roxanne Staniorski to take seccan change everything. That was
ond base. The Spartans won the first game of Tuesday’s douthe case today," she said.
bleheader 4-3 and lost the second game 2-1.

Women’s rugby team stings Hornets, 22-8
C’hris Ciimannetti
’VI( I %I
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It’s hard to tell which description is better suited for the San
Jose State University women’s
rugby team
that it’s more
tempo-oriented or team-oriented.
Behind four trys, all scored by
different players, the Spartans
downed Sacramento State University at Blackford High School
on Saturday, 22-8.
The Spartans, whose early
play was bogged down by limited
ball movement. hit their rhythm
on a deep drive 10 minutes into
the match, which was culminated
by a Mendoza try. Except for a
Hornet second -half try, SJSU
never looked back.
The victory moved the Spartans ( 3-1 conference, 3-2 overall)
closer to the Pacific Coast Confer-1
ence title. A victory by Sacramento State over the University of
Nevada on Saturday will give the
Spartans a three-way title split.
"This game is all about possession, and we’ve had some games
this year when it was not up to
par," SJSU head coach Karl I
Laucher said. "We came out sluggish and the girls picked it up
about five minutes in. and (Sacramento State) hardly had the ball
after that."
SJSU’s
frontline
control
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17-0 before halftime.
"Usually we’re a second-half
team, but today we got it done
early," Munoz said. "We’re so used
to just sticking with our defense
until the offense comes around,
but today it was a different story"

After a kick by Sacramento
State cut the Spartan lead to 173 early in the second half, Philpot
received a lengthy Spartan drive
that began with a botched Hornet
throw-in. Philpot drove her way
in from 10 yards out.
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"I discovered
Century Graphics for
Custom Printed T-shirts They’re
cast. Easy, and Affordable! AD Their
Prices Include Screen Set-Ups and
one Hour af Artwork! I loved my
shirts so much I told all m friends!’
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Screen Printing E. Design
15S Commercial St ,
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
salasOcgshrts comlwwwcgstartscom
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Earn $150
’Ole request students to participate in a vision study The purpose of the study is
to determine user performance and comfort with new display technology prior
to market introduction The testing session is 3 hours
Subjects must meet the following requirements among others
Between the ages of 18-40
Good visual acuity (20/25) in each eye (without glasses contact
lenses OK)
English as a first language
Interpupillary distance (IPD) the distance between the centers of
your eyes) of 61-66 mm
Interested applicants should screen themselves for Visual Acuity and for IPD at
www inviso com/visionstudy htm Final screening measurements will be
performed at InViso prior to scheduling your visit If you dont meet qualifications
you will still be paid $50 00 for showing up
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***SPECIAL***
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proved to be superior to that of
the Hornets.
In addition to building an
insurmountable lead, the Spartans also forced Sacramento
State into an uncontested scrum
a move in which a team has
become so overmatched that the
team rolling the ball into the
scrum wins the ball outright.
The move, however, may have
proved to be a detraction as well.
With no opposition, SJSU lost
momentum and found itself
somewhat complacent in the second half
Munoz’s fifth try in her last
two games, a run up the left
touchline, put SJSU up 12-0 with
15 minutes remaining in the first
half
Ciotta increased the lead to

Please call (408) 734-9200 ext 708

Communication Norder$
call Ror att Appliegfoift

150+08)

924-3680
Nei
Z",,10
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FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
SPORTS MINDED Promo Reps
Needed. Looking for sharp outgoing persons who are comfortable with public. a great oppty for
those interested in sports & ent.
indushies. Have fun, gain valuable
marketing & PR exp. Promote our
brand at Bay Area events. clubs
& colleges. PT pay to $12 DOE +
wkly bonus. Call 408-282-2219 or
fax res: 408-288-6883

FULL AND PART TIME WORK
available for a limited marketing
project in major home improvement centers in the greater San
Jose area. Work days are Thursday through Sunday. Flexible
hours. Salary plus performance
bonus. Project runs March
July. One year sales or marketing experience & reliable transportation required. Call M-F, 115 EST, toll free 1-877-710-2847.
APPT. SETTER - Telemarketer
Looking for sports-minded individuals to work in a fun start-up
atmosphere earning up to $20/hr.
Morning and evening shifts.
Req: Net/computer expenence
and xlnt communication skills.
Call 408-282-2219 or fax res to
408-288-6883.

CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
4th & Santa Clara Chevron. All
shifts, part-time, weekends avail.
147 E. Santa Clara St. or call
CASHIER, JAPANESE ()SUSHI 408-295-3964, ask for Ofelia.
Take -Out M -F. 12-2pm & 5:308pm. Sat: 12-2pm & 5-8pm. 426
For Part -Time and
W. Capitol Expy. Ask for Mitsuye Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
EXPANDING CO: Meaningful
Fast placement, no fees
work, help dev disabled adults Office jobs in local companies
live independent lives. $9+. Students/grads/career change
248-4464x10
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
Phone: (650) 320-9698
help needed for small exclusive
Fax: (650) 320-9688
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
DELIVERY DRIVERS
working w/ dogs, but will train. Party rental business. Perfect
Great oppty for dog lover. Can for students. Earn $250 Every
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or weekend. Must have reliable
Call 371-9115.
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required. 408-292-7876.
CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring
for Servers, Bartenders. Bussers
$1500 Weekly Potential
Hosts. No experience necessary.
mailing our circulars. Free
Apply @ Valley Fair Mall 2-4pm, information. Call 202-452-5901.
Mon. -Fri. or call 408-260-1100.
COUNSELORS Gang Prevention
VALET PARKERS - Part-time, and After School Program Staff.
evenings & weekends in Los P/T Positions, 10-25 hours a
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be week $10-$12/hour. Call 408neat in appearance with good 287-4170 ext 251 for more info
customer service skills. Must be and app. Or Fax resume to 408able to drive a 5 speed and 287-8025 Attn: Dept WS. See
have a valid COL. Immediate www.girlscountsofscc.org for
opening & flexible schedules details & other Girl Scout jobs.
available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips. AA/E0E
Please call 408-364-0240.
Golden Gate Valet.
CLUB WILD: NOW HIRING
Waitress, Barback. Bathroom
EDUCATIONAL/THEATER CO Attendants & Front Door ID Perseeks PT office help. Phones. son. Call 408-286WILD. lv msg.
inventory, various admin duties.
$10/hr Call 408-265-5096
OFFICE - PROGRAM ASST.
Flexible Hours / Good Wages
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
Contact "Kids to Camp"
HOPE Rehabilitation Services
408-971-6000
a non-profit agency which offers kidslocamp4110holmail.com
a variety of quality services for
adults who have developmental
CRUISE SHIP JOBS/
disabilities, has P/T & F/T
P/T-summer or F/T Career
employment opportunities.
Call Now: (800) 351-4464
If you are interested in being
a roommate to a developmenASIAN AMERICANS FOR
tally disabled individual in COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
exchange for rent; or assisting Located in San Jose. we are a
growing community based
someone during the week with
daily living skills such as gro- nonprofit established in 1973.
cery shopping ($10/hr) call As a multi service agency, our
diverse services include
Lynne at 408/282-0415.
If you would like information language & culturally-proficient
about the FT. benefitted posi- mental health services, senior
services, youth services,
tions of job coach and instructor
a primary care health clinic
(day program or work activity)
and a domestic violence
or PT SubStitute positions in
various programs ($9/hr) call prevention/education program.
We are hiring for the following
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
FT/ PT positions:
We have flexibility to work
around a student schedule for Mental Health Counselors:
Provide direct mental health
the PT work & are located close
rehabilitation services to
to SJSU. Our FT positions come
with excellent benefits. This is a
agency’s clients.
Requirements: BA/MA in
good oppolunity to get practical
behavioral
sciences or related
experience in the field & work
field. fluent in vietnamese
with a great group of clients &
a plus
staff All majors welcome EOE/AA
Youth Counselors:
CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop Provide counseling assistance
needs leaders We train 1.10 hrs
to youths. Requirements,
per week Reliable transportation BA/BS is behavioral sciences
needed Good Pay Must have
or equivalent experience
expenence working with children. Family Advocates Domestic
Call Carol at 408-265-5096
Violence Program:
Provide counseling and
Fax resumes to 408-265-8342.
guidance at emergency
MODELS & MAKE-UP Artists
shelter for battered women.
needed for new photo business.
Requirements: BA/BS in
Great opportunity to jump-start
behavioral sciences or
your modeling career w/FREE
equivalent experience
photo shoots & portfolio Make - Volunteers Always Needed!
Up artists earn $30-$40/hour.
Send resumes to:
CGO Photography. 97 Boston
AACI
Ave. San Jose 408-971-3537
Human Resources
2400 Moorpark Ave. *300
ACUFACTS SECURITY
San Jose. CA 95128
Great tor Students!
Fax. (408) 975,2745
Apply Online’
Email roland acupdoreaaci org
F,T & Prr
Top Pay , Benefits
S EARN EXTRA CASH S
Call Sandy at 408-286-5880
Up to $600 month
www acufacts com
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
DOORMAN NEEDED
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Mature Minded & Diplomatic
Contact California Cryobank
2 3 nights per week
1-650-324-1900, M-F. 8-4:30
Apply in person
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp San Jose
PT EVENING RECEPTIONIST
Downtown nonprofit seeks
detail -oriented evening recep
Fun. energetic environment’
$10-$12/hour, M-Th. 5-9pm.
Avail now Fax 279-7E96
Mail Next Door Solutions.
1181 N 4th St suite A,
San Jose, CA 95112
www nextdoor org
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evening & Weekend Shifts Avaii
Salary + Tips + Meals
Apply in person
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp San Jose’.
$10/hr GUARANTEED
Work on campus F/T or P/T for
as little as 5-10 hrsiwk or as
many as 40 hrs/wk Be your
own boss Create your own
schedule Limited positions
Call 1-800-808-7442 x 80
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach
teens & adults Company car &
training provided No expenence
necessary Over 21, HS grad.
Work when you want Pay
negotiable 408-971-0244
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Friendly. Alert. Considerate
We Train Student Friendly
All Shifts Graveyard Bonus
408-247-4827

1

GERONTOLOGY PROGRAM
Experienced Office Assistant.
12 hrs/wk, flexible, $13/hr
Apply SJSU HR Bldg BB.
SRNeCB00.124

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Pan-time, Flexible hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn $8-$15
per hour. Call 867-7275.
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING
Full or Part Time - $12/hr
Flex hours. Will train
408-768-0566
STAR ONE CREDIT UNION,
Sunnyvale. Be a part of the
largest Credit Union in Santa
Clara County. We are looking
for great employees who want
to join our winning team. We
offer generous compensation &
benefits, including medical, dental,
vision, life, 401k, a retirement
plan, discount employee loans
& education assistance. These
benefits are also aiailable to
part-time employees who work
20 hours or more a week.
TELLER - Code: 122SD
Fulltime/Part-Time,
No Weekends, No Sales Quotas.
Process, and balance member
transactions.
Requires HS
diploma and 6 months teller
experience or extensive cash
handling skills.
STATEMENT / SUPPORT
Code 129SD
Assist with high volume mail
processing, verifying incoming
mail deposts & loan payments
for accuracy. Post transactions
to appropriate accounts. Assist
in mail distribution & metering.
Process change of address
requests and check reorders.
Must possess good working
knowledge of computers and
Microsoft Windows programs,
including Word. Good communication and customer service
skills. Desirable to have held a
similar position for at least one
year in a financial institution.
Please send resumes to
jmestarone.org or fax to 408756-2565 & include job code.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK w/ flex hours
Part-time or full-bme in summer.
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 15.00 base - appt.
50 new openings to fill in
customer sales/service
No experience necessary
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
Call 615-1500
Ilam -4pm
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu

LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
Instructors Needed
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
We will train
Earn $1,000-$2.000
Call
YMCA 0 370-1877x18
this semester, with the easy
Campusfundraisercom
REC LEADER for Pnvate School
three hour fundraising event.
Hiring P/T staff to work with
No sales required. Fundraising
K-5th graders, 3pm-6pm, M -F.
dates are tilling quickly,
$9.50-$12.00 per hr.
so call today! Contact
Fax resume to 408-871-4320
Campusfundraiser.com at
or
e-mail
Kimc etharlter.org
(888) 923-3238 or visit
wvnv.campusfundraiser.com.
PRESCHOOL TEACHER’S /UDE
(Recreation Leader II) Salary:
$11.98 to $14.56 per hour, plus
EMPLOYMENT
benefits. Position is 20 or 30 hrs
Childcare/nannies per week based on final candi
date’s schedule. The City of
EARN XTRA CASH! Watch 2 Mountain View’s Recreation
kids 42 my house. Some wkends division is seeking an energetic,
& vacations. Loretta 408-946-2569. creative individual who loves to
teach and wants to join a team
CHURCH NURSERY Attendant of great people! We are looking
Sundays 9:30am-12:30pm $10/hr for a Preschool Teacher’s Aide
Grace Baptist Church 295-2035. who can assist the Recreation
Coordinator in teaching year
PfT NANNY for boys 3 & 6 in Los round preschool programs.
Altos. M:11:30-6pm. Tu, Th: 2-6 Major duties include: teaching,
pm. Musts: Valid CDL, N/S, Gd program planning, supervision,
Refs. Call Diana 650-968-0167. room prep/set-up and to oversee the use of the facility.
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT Qualifications: High schooll grad
Established Los Gatos a ency or equivalent, plus one ear of
seeks warm, caring stu ants preschool or recreation esired.
Apply: City of Mountain. View;
for part and full time
Employee Services Dept.; 500
nanny positions.
Castro St. Mountainn. View, CA;
We list only the best jobs!
Hours flexible around school (650) 903-6310 or you can
obtain a copy of the City applifrom 15 hrs / wk +
cation and job announcement
$14-$18/HR
STANFORD PARK NANNIES by going to our city’s website at:
www.ci.mtnview.ca.us. Position
408-395-3043
open until filled: applicants are
www.spnannies.com
encouraged to apply early. EOE
CHILD CARE- Earn extra $$
AQUATIC STAFF NEEDED
working a special event on
If you enjoy being around the
March 22-24, 2001. Temp.
Flex hrs. $10.00/hr. Exp/ref req. water and want to be paid for it,
then the YMCA of Santa Clara
1-800-942-9947
Valley has the job for you! We
TOWN & COUNTRY Resources will train you to lifeguard and/or
is a nanny placement agency instruct swim lessons. We have
looking for students who want to indoor and outdoor pools. Some
be a nanny. We have many advantages of the YMCA are:
types of positions available. flexible hours, competitive salary
Part-time & full-time afternoon and great benefits. we have lull positions: $15-$20/hour. 02-3 full time & part-time positions open.
days per week: $300 - $600/ You must be at least 16 years of
week. Part-time momings: $15- age, enjoy working-with people,
$20/hr. Full-time off by 5 pm: and have the desire to give back
Up to $3500/month. Part-time to the community. There are 8
& full-time summer positions. locations in the Santa Clara Valley
South Bay, Peninsula, & East Bay. to choose from so Call 408869- 1010, Fax 408-351-6477 or
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources Email YMCAJOB scvymca.org.
1-888-772-3999 www.tandcr.com TRAINING PROVIDED.

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.
EARN $2500-$4500 storytelling.
lip-synching & playing dodgeball!
Jefunira Camp needs expenenced,
creative & energetic counselors.
Call 650-694-4650 for application.
BUILDING ATTENDANT positions Campbell Recreation $10.
Flexible hours 408-866-2741

LOVE KIDS...LIKE TO SWIM?
Now hiring caring teachers
Expenence a plus. No experience? We will train you. Yearround swim lessons in brand
new indoor teaching facility.
AM, PM & Saturday positions
available. Complimereary athletic
club membership is included.
Apply at AVAC Swim School,
5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124
Call today!!! (408) 445-4918.
Now Interviewing!!!

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

PHN: 408-924-3277

TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK, a
quality recreation program serving 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
leading art, games and group
activities. FLEX HOURS, days,
eves, weekends. PT/FT. Team
environment. Benefits available.
ECE units preferred. FAX
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
kidspark kidsparlecenters.com,
or call for internew 408-260-7929.

GET PAID $20/HOUR
Looking for a student with a
Speech & Cornmunicabon major
to work with a 3 year old boy in
San Mateo. A quick learner, very
smart. s speech escapists’ dream.
to work with Flexible days/ hours.
Call Megan 650-579-3603.
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool and School Age
INTERESTED IN TUTORING Teachers and Aides. PT
& FT
young children with special with excellent benefits
Flexible
needs? Come to our Applied & fun environment! Please
call
Behavioral Analysis Workshop Tina 0 370-1877 x
29.
to leam successful techniques
for working with autistic children WANT TO EARN ELTRA MONEY
Excellent experience for those
AND
studying psychology, education,
LOVE CHILDREN??
child development, speech and
TOP PAY!
occupational therapy Flexible Immediate perm/temp positions
employment opportunities to fit as Teachers or Assistants at
your schedule are available after ECE & After School Programs,
training. Sponsored by Families
(408) 287-3222
for Effective Autism Treatment.
Saturday & Surday Mar. 24 & 25, DIRECTOR FOR KIDSPARK,
2001, 9:30am - 4:30pm. Place: a quality recreation program
PHP, 3041 Olcott St. Santa serving
2-12
year olds.
Clara 95054. Workshop cost: Responsibilities include pro$50 ($25 for students - bring ID) gram implementation, daily
For more info: 408-514-6737 or operations & staff development.
visit www.php.comfieathen.
Requires 30+ hours/week. Must
meet State of CA Title 22
TUTOR WANTED for 6 year old Regulations. Flexible schedule
son with autism. No experience days, eves, weekends. Team
needed. Training will be provid- environment. Benefits avail. FAX
ed. Ed, Child Dev. or Psych resume to 408-260-7366. Email
major
preferred
but
not kidspark kidspark-centers.com
required. Good pay. In Santa or call for interview 408-260-7929.
Clara. Call Yih 408-544-5732 or
yhjung pacbell.net.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work $9.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga School
w/ children w/ autism. competi- Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
tive pay, flex hrs. Psy, Ed. OT, & application. Immediate Need.
Sp Ed, Child Dev & related fields.
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad

HOUSING
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
Live in luxury & walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
gym, on -site management, all
appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639

SHARED HOUSING
1NWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
Fnd Rooms & Roommates Online
e1 Roommate Matching Service
FREE to search 100’s ads!
FREE to place your AD,

WANTED
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $$PAIDS$ to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed
Call (408) 793-5256
WANTED! SMART PEOPLE
to advertise in the
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

HEALTH / BEAUTY
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT
408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
IN PAIN? CAR ACCIDENT
Sport Injury, Work Injury
Chiropractic Health Care
Ask Nicole Ha (408) 821-5363

SERVICES

ADDR.COM
Leading Web Hosting and Web
Design Company
YOUR PERSONALITY
Immediate Account Activation
determines your happiness.
Packages start at $7.95/mo
Know why’? Call 1-800-293-6463
Sales 0addr com
for your free personality test

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools
YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, Aides, Rec Leaders
Thinking about a career working
with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Assist.
Directors, Teachers, Aides, and
Elementary Atter-School Recreation Leaders for our After
School Enrichment Centers.
Programs located throughout
Jose, Cupertino. Santa Clara,
Los Gatos. Saratoga, Campbell,
Evergreen, Milpitas & Berryessa.
Full & Part-Time positions available - hours flexible around
school Fun staff teams, great
experience in working with children, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
require minimum 6 units in ECE
Educ, Rec, Psych. Soc, Phys
Ed 8Jor other related fields. For
more information & locations.
YMCA Job Hotline 40EW369-1010
Fax your resume to 4M-1514477
Email: YMCAjobrescvymca.org

AUTO FOR SALE
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info 97 PONTIAC FIREBIRD Red
Convertible 5 spd Immaculate
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Warranty $16,950 obo 732-5324
www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com
TrIAVEL
SPRING BREAK
Best deals to Cancun, Cabo
San Lucas & Rosanto Beach.
Call 888-295-9669
www.mexicospringbreak.com
FLY SUMMER 4 WINTER $51
Europe $448 rt (+tx)
Paris, Ams. Dus, & more
4standby com or 800-397-1098

TUTORING SERVICE

INSURANCE
LoWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
Easy Payment Plan
Good Student Discount
International Dnver Welcomed
No Driver Refused
Call for Free Quotes
408-272-0312
pnninsur0aol.com
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY

WORD PROCESSING

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
ENGLISH EXCELLENCE
Theses.
Term Papers.
Improve
essays,
research
SUMMER CAMP
Group Projects. etc
writing skills, advanced reading
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
DIRECTORS & LEADERS
All
formats.
including APA
comprehension
for
literature
wanted for San Jose Day Camp Would you like to visit various
WOMEN BE AN ANGEL
Experienced Dependable
interpretation. $50/hour
BE AN EGG DONOR
with emphasis on sports, art, attractions this summer and
Quick
Retum
(408) 269-2436.
Family Fertility Center
environment and multi -cultural make money doing it? Then the
Call Linda (408) 264-4504
ee.101@gateway.net
is seeking bright. responsible. programs for girls. Mon -Fri, YMCA of Santa Clara Valley ACTION DAY NURSERIES /
non-smoiung women ages 21-30 June - Aug, Salary + benefits. is for you! We are looking for PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant.
with good medical history.
Call 287-4170 x 220
enereetic. fun, fnendly. outgoing Toddler & Preschool Teachers
Generous compensation.
individuals to lead our day camp & Aides. HT & P/T positions
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring programs as well as specialty available Substitute positions
1-800-939-6886
warm, caring teachers for year- camps. Must be 18 years of are also available that ofter
MARKETING INTERN - iD Tech round swimming lessons in our age. enjoy working with kids, flexible hours. ECE units are
Camps, in Campbell, thru May. brand-new, state-of-the-ad indoor have lots of energy and be a required for Teacher positions
20 hrs/wk. For Credit: No Pay. facility. Experience a plus. No good leader Benefits include. but not req. for Aide positions.
Without Credit: Pay is $10/hr. experience? We will train you. making new friends. excellent Excellent opportunity for Child
Work in super fast-paced set- Choose your hours - as few as 4 resume resource. be a leader to Development majors. Please
ting. National startup seeking or as many as 40 hours/week. youth, have lots of fun. Training call Cathy for an interview at
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
organized. professional intem Morning. afternoon. evening & is provided. Call 408-869-1010, 408-244-1968 or fax resume to 1 Hoax
with a great attitude who is will- Saturday positions available. Fax 408-351-6477 or Email 408-248-7350.
5 Livy’s togs
ing to learn Place ads in maga- Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic YMCAJOBSI scvymca.org for
10 Can police
Di os RE mE
W01;10 OHEI
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS is 14 Jam ingredient"?
ones. newspapers & online pub- Club. 5400 Camden Ave SJ - more information
MDR DOD
hiring prr Teachers & Assistants.
lications Research publicabons. (408) 445-4913
15 Expert
SHAW
2-6pm,
M
-F
and
a
F/T
Director
Ofiel
maintain marketing database.
DO YOU LOVE SPORTS? Do
16 Bread spread
IMUO
OUBWEI GICI.MHA
maintain budgets. Work on ad YOGA INSTRUCTOR: Need a you love kids? Do fun & athletic DIRECTOR F/T: 15 ECE units 17 Clump of did
fulfillment Have fun. Flex hours. job with a posave working envi- stuff with 6 year old Los Gatos with four years of experience or 18 Dillydally
WON MMHG!
Qualifications: Knowledge of ronment? Join the YMCA’ boy 10-15 flex hours per week BA in Child Development with ."
v oung woman
HMO
MUDD
Word, Excel. Email applications. Certified Yoga instructor needed Excellent salary Fax resume one year of experience
the scrapheap
On
20
TEACHER P/T: 6 - 9 ECE units
Very detailed. Enjoy speaking to teach evenings. Contact Debi 356-9551 or phone 888-5449
Trick or Treat treat
22
ASSISTANTS PfT: No experi408-226-9622 x 26 EOE
on phone. Energetic Marketing or
24 Fish’s home
NOW HIRING RECREATION ence necessary, Soc . Rec , or 27 Pounce
Business major. 408-626-9500
SWIM COACH Mountain View Leaders $9-$11/hr. flex hours. Psych units OK
KAINEM
or hr internalDrive.com.
28 Student’s burden
Please
call
Maria
Hernandez
year round swim team seeks weekdays Work with children in
LiEPO_ 13 OUS _Y
32 Warty cntters
TELEMARKETER NEEDED P/T both experienced & trainee the Los Gatos - Saratoga Area at 408-379-3200 x 21
H r.1,, G T I:E
V On A N.O.S
36 Soldier’s addr
Work from home dunng the day coaches, immediate hire Hours Contact Damon 408-354-8700
A
M
A
II] 0,U.T.R,E
G Y M S
know’
don’t
"I
37
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8
$12rtir + bonuses Can eam $20. 4-6pm. Mon -Fri Benefits. vacagesture
D.R.E.A,M
E.L. I E
SAM El
per hour You’ll be calling for a tion. coach education Contact SUMMER CAMP Counselors school seeks responsible indi- 39 Nudge
T 0 A CI
REDS
ESSES
hnancial planning seminar Call Jose Bonpua lamvac0aol com Directors Southwest YMCA viduals for extended daycare, 40 Socially inept one
408-732- 3432
Bill at 408-972-2108
in Saratoga is hiring for the P/T in the afternoon. No ECE 42 Ore deposits
0 ?OOP Uneed Feature Synreceee
summer Excellent benefits. call units required. Previous experi- 44 Hindu discipline
ence with children preferred.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS IN
TELEMARKETING part/lull-time
408-608-6833
31 Praise
DOWN
45 Empty
Please call 244-1968 X 16.
Newspaper subscnptions Hourly THE SANTA CRUZ MTNS!
33 Home
1 Tackle the
47 Lomond and Ness
Counselors and Specialists
bonus Weekend shifts avail
UFEGUARDS / Swim Instructors
34 Stray calf
quarterback
for Resident girl s camps
essary Will *TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS. 49 Shady
No experience
5 blocks from SJSU. near It rail
35 Overwhelm
Authority
dance
2
Luau
Lifeguards. food service and train Flexible hours FT/PT PI Instructors Elem Schools. 50
Media Promotions, 408’494-0200
38 Tropical lizard
Shallow
3
Upon
51
Degree/Credential
NOT
Required
maintenance staff needed
Fun work environment Close to
41
Tiffs
unit
4
Spacecraft
Opportunity for teaching exp 53 Hepbum’s
TRAVEL the WORLD!
June-Aug Salary bnfts
SJSU (408) 298-1717 x 34
43 Ocean
Holiday"
doilies
Make
’Roman
5
Need
Car
VM
(408)
287-4170
Cruise Ship Jobs Available
408-287-4170 x 220 or
vessel
6 Harem room
co-star
ext 408 E0E/AAE
www girlscoulsolscc org
Call (800) 351-4464
46 Negative
7 Microbe
56 -The Andy
votes
8 Spnng month
Gnffith Show" kid
48 Bad mood
9 Panache
57 Erroneous
52 Wreck (a train)
perception of
10 Short and
54 Quotes
plump
reality
55 Eucalyptus
11 Lobster’s
61 Runner’s place
FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES cAu. 408-924-3277
eater
appendage
65 - fault tennis
57 Up in the air
12 Arizona sight
no-no
58 "Whatever ee Pantyhose shade 13 Flower
"
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
wants
21 Prize marbles
69 Jai 59 See
23 Model Moss
70 Iceberg
60 - and void
25 Eyelid
71 Actress Barka
62 As well
application
72 -- it
JUULIIJUULICIZIDUCF:11:1JULICIUUCILILIQUQUILIU
63 Paint
Romantic?"
26 Actor Flynn
containers
28 Field workers
73 Gabs
64 Singer Eartha
29 "Gamlen:" e g
74 Light
67 Type o soup
luncheon
30 Coral reef
68 Windup
denizen
75 Bewildered

Daily Crossword

___. RATES
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL

CILIEJLIULICIDZIUUCIJDUJUULICILICILILILIQUULILI
Ad Rates: 3-11ne minimum
3 lines

One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
S11

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
20
40
50

FflEgUENCS DISCOursir
consecubve issues’ receive 10% off.
consecutive issues receive 20, off
consecutive issues receive 25% off

Locsi rows sppiy to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

SJSU

Please check
one classification:

Nome

Five
Days
$13

Address
COVASWe

evcode

Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
10.00 a.m two weekdays before publication
Deadline
No refunds on canceled ads
All ads are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
924-3277
(408)
CALL
MI QUESTIONS?

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Oppodunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
__Health/Beauty
_Sports/Thrills
_Insurance
__Entertainment
__Travel
_Tutoring
_Word Processing

STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community
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ISLAM: Converted speaker gave SJSU DEBATE: Student Union Amphitheater hosts A.S. candidate face-off Tuesday
Muslims a new

look at religion and life
because their people became arrogant about their accomplishments.
"All these people thought they
were supreme in technology and
innovation, and we see the remains
of their civilizations in ruins,"
Ansari said.
Farah Khan, a Muslim Students
Association member, said she was
surprised at the level of detail in
Ansari’s speech.
"I thought it was going to be a
lot more basic," said Kahn, a political science major. "There was so
much philosophy in it. There was
so much more information than I
thought there would be."
Jennifer McLain, a freshman,
said the speech was essentially her
first exposure to Islamic beliefs, but
that understanding the religion is
important on a diverse campus
such as San Jose State University.
McLain asked the speaker questions about life after death as well
as the ways in which Islam compares to Christianity.
"I’m not converted yet no, not
yet," said McLain, who attended
because of a recommendation of a
Muslim classmate. "I still have a
lot more questions. I never knew
how many questions I had before
today. I want to know more."
Ansari said he hopes students
will become interested in Islam
because of his speeches.
"(Islam) just makes so much
sense," he said. "If we really are
these creative, highly intelligent
beings, then the principles of Islam
should be very attractive."

continued from Page 1
"We wanted to get someone (to
speak) who’s from this culture,
because he can relate," Hijazi said.
Ansari has translated four
scholarly Islamic books from Arabic to English, Hijazi said.
Geography major Omar Masry,
who was raised Muslim, said
Ansari presented drastically different views than speakers from past
events.
"It was unlike anything I ever
heard before," said Masry, a junior.
He added that Ansari had fresh
perspectives on the religion
because of his conversion.
"Converts have a different view
(of Islam)." Masry said. "People
who convert to Islam challenge
things they learn, as opposed to
people who were raised in it."
Ansari agreed, saying that
when he first converted while an
undergraduate at Northeastern
University in Boston during the
1970s, he studied the Islamic texts
with an objective eye.
The benefit was that he could
freely apply problems in his own
life to the religious beliefs and
observe whether the beliefs helped
him or not.
"I studied many religions, and I
came to the conclusion that Islam
provided a very succinct answer that
put my ego and feelings into context
as a human being," Ansari said.
He added that many ancient
civilizations, such as Rome and the
Byzantine Empire, crumbled

FAIR: Culture, information and sweets
given at Seventh Street barbeque pit
than 100 years, Muslim women,
she said, have had voting rights for
the past 1400 years.
"We have the right to own property," Mohammed said.
Women in Muslim countries
tend to own more property than
the women in Western countries
do, according to Faten Hijazi, the
club’s vice president.
Part of the cultural fair included showcasing Islamic dresses
from different countries on top of
the barbecue pit.
While one of the Indian dresses
was bright pink, decorated with
red rhinestones, the Moroccan
dress was black and plain.
All dresses, however, had one
thing in common: They have a
modest cut, Mohammed said.
The dresses are long-sleeved
and fully cover a woman’s figure,
so that she does not call attention
to herself, she said.
Islamic society. Mohammed
said, places emphasis on the
woman’s intelligence, not her
physical attributes.
Doug Craig, a behavioral science major, said he stopped to talk
to club officers to get insight about
the Islamic religion.
"I’m learning to get a worldview
of people and their religions get
past the media, government and
political influences," he said.
"Their worldview is that there
are no borders," Craig said, noting
that Muslims see themselves as
brothers and sisters.
He said club officers suggested
that he look beyond the media and
seek alternative information on
the Internet.
According to Craig, if it had not
been for the fair he would not have
made the time on his own to find
information about Muslims.
"Who’s going to go to the Web
site, find out about the club, meetings and times?" he asked.
"My perception is that they’re
there to make me aware of it ti.,t
to convert me.

continued from Page 1

ly at the tables, different nationalities were clearly reflected. Among
the nationalities represented were
Afghanistan. Lebanon and Palestine, Mohammed said.
"Islam is really on the rise,"
Aznir-Mustafa said. "It’s starting to
become a greater part of the American community"
In the United States, Islam is
the second-largest religious group
with one of four people in the
world being a Muslim, according to
the Central Intelligence Agbency’s
World Facts Book.
The fact book estimates the
Muslim population to number 1.6
billion, an increase of 235 percent
in the last 50 years.
In spite of the worldwide growth,
club members voiced their concerns
that the general population has
stereotypes about Muslims.
"We feel we arc. not always represented correctly in the media
the television, movies and the
radio," Amir-Mustafa said.
Part of the misunderstanding
also stems from the fact that the
majority of the literature available
about the Islamic religion has been
written by non-Muslims, people who
sometimes include inaccurate information in their writings, he said.
The result, Amir-Mustafa said,
is that the genuine Islamic point of’
view does not come through in the
pages.
"It’s very troubling and discouraging at times; he said. "People
who shouldn’t be telling our story
are telling our storv."
Two of the most popular stereotypes, he said, were portraying
Muslims as terrorists and the
women as inferior to the men.
Mohammed
said
Muslim
women enjoy more rights than
people have been led to believe.
"If women want to be liberated,
turn to Islam." she said.
Whereas women in the U.S.
have had voting rights for less

continued from Page 1

fund the center, if passed.
There is no planned fee increase,
however, until Fall 2002, when a
$50 fee is scheduled to be implemented if the referendum is passed.
Herrera brought up San Diego
State University’s $53 million
recreation center.
"They pay $47 a semester, and
it doesn’t increase," she said. "Ours
is $28 million. Why are we paying
$50 plus?"
Shetty said that although the
students at San Diego pay less per
semester, they also pay a monthly
charge.
"Using the recreation center (at
SJSU) would be free in essence,"
he said.
Herrera asked if the full-color
brochure promoting the recreation
center was paid for with A.S.
funds.
Shetty said the money for the
brochures came from the campus
recreation budget.
On the issue of the remainder of
student fees that were collected to
fund a new computer lab, RobertoCarlos Torres, the Spartan Party
candidate for controller, said he
would like to use the "floating"
money toward making laptop computer rentals cheaper.
Last year, students approved an
$18 fee for the new lab, and since
only $12 was needed, a surplus of
$6 remains.
"I want to put it into good use,"
Torres said "It’s not going to go

"A lot of
things are
unclear.
Maybe we’re
being misled.
If you’re not
clear, vote
’No.’ "

2004 to

Corina Herrera,
Impact Party
vicepresidential candidate

into anything that’s bad."
Julie Rieken, the Impact Party
candidate for controller, said the
extra money should be returned to
the students.
"I’d work for stopping the fee
and giving it back to students,"
Rieken said. "It shouldn’t even be
an issue. It should have been
ret urned."
Torres said he would work to
return the money to students if
that is what they want, but argued
that the money could go toward a
24-hour computer lab in the Stu-
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Akbar Shetty, who is running for vice president of Associated
Students, speaks on the benefits of voting "Yes" on building a new
recreation center on campus.
dent Union.
Rieken argued that such a 24hour lab would be unreasonable
because it would mean keeping the
Student Union open and would
result in more. staff and electricity
costs.
Maribel Martinez, the Impact
Party presidential candidate, said
she was opposed to Measure T, the
referendum to replace the A.S.
bylaws, or rules of A.S.
Martinez said the rules committee, of which she is a member, was
given the stack of bylaws five minutes before it had to vote on them.

"The process was not valid, and
the purpose doesn’t validate the
bylaws," she said.
Michelle Johnson, the Spartan
Party presidential candidate, said
she advocates the measure.
"It just brings more representation to A.S. that has been excluded," Johnson said.
Martinez agreed there should
be more student representation on
A.S., but said the proposed bylaws
are unstable.
"If we want students to be
involved, A.S. needs to go out and
get them involved," she said.

SHAMROCK: Rafflc tickets and T-shirts used to raisc money for charity
continued from Page 1

ets and T-shirts at "Pump Up Day"
with Wild 94.9 on Wednesday in
front of the sorority house from 3
p.m. to 8 p.m.
"The Shamrock Showcase is one
of the most successful philanthropies out of the Greek community," Porras said. "It involves all the
different fraternities and sororities."
"It’s a day to come and get excited, and buy raffle tickets," Simic
said.
The sorority will also be distributing light blue ribbons at "Pump
Up Day" and the "Shamrock Showcase" in recognition of Child Abuse
Awareness.
All of the event’s proceeds go to

raise funds for the prevention and
awareness of child abuse, Porras
said.
Simic said 80 percent of the
money raised at the event will go to
the sorority’s local charity, Child
Quest International, and the
remaining 20 percent will go to Prevent Child Abuse America, Kappa
Delta’s national philanthropy
The San Jose-based Child Quest
International is a nonprofit organization devoted to the protection and
recovery of missing and exploited
children, said Jean Johnson, director of marketing of the organization.
"The problem is no more prevalent here than anywhere else,"
Johnson said.
Child Quest International was

started by volunteers in 1990 and
has grown into an organization
offering a range of programs and
services to the community, she said.
"We’re strictly based on donation," Johnson said. "We appreciate
that they’ve adopted us. We depend
on volunteers."
The national Kappa Delta sorority has dedicated itself to helping
the youth of America. said member
Azine Ghaziary.
"We’ve always been doing things
with the kids," she said.
Ghaziary said she’s been a member of the sorority since 1998 and
enjoys working for a good cause.
"It’s a fun way to get involved in
a philanthropy event,- Ghaziary
said. "It’s so much fun, and it goes to
kids."

The Shamrock Show involves all
of the members of the Panhellenic
and Interfraternity Council, Simic
said.
Each sorority and fraternity
house is assigned three Kappa
Delta members to coordinate the
lip-sync-a-thon team. The contest
has two parts: a three-minute skit
with a song of their choice and an
impromptu compact disc mix that
changes the song every 10 seconds,
Simic said.
Kappa Delta has raised between
$4,000 and $6,000 for the past
three years, and Simic said she
hopes it will continue this year.
"I hope we raise as much money
as we can," Simic said. "It gets
SJSU involved with the event and
the philanthropy."

COMEDY: Thursday’s improv sports show is for Residence Hall tenants only
continued from Page 1

dation and the other halls.
Comedy Sportz is a comedy
improvisation group that is similar
to the show "Whose Line is it Anyway?" Hodgson said.
They will be bringing a group of
eight people, vehich is scheduled to
include six performers, a keyboard
player and a referee.
The group takes ideas and topics from the audience and acts,
sings, dances, or does whatever it
takes to represent the suggested
topics. Hodgson said. They even do
pantomiming.
Hodgson said she. got the idea
after seeing the group perform at
their club on Lavendula Way in
San Jose.
Thursday won’t be the group’s
first perfiirmance on campus.
"They came here two years ago,"
said Shara Scardina, a junior
anthropology major. "It was rerilly

funny. Some students have already
seen the group but are still looking
forward to seeing them.
"It’s cool, they do skits like
’Whose Line is It,’ but with more
audience parvicipation," said Jeremy Cruz, a senior finance major
who lives in Joe West Hall.
According to the Comedy Sportz
Web site, Dick Chudnow started
the group in 1984 in Milwaukee,
Wis.
The concept was a comedy tournament based on the competitiv..
Theatresports
mprov i sat ion.,
techniques of Keith Johnstone
from Calgary, Alberta.
The comedy teams would compete to see who could best capture
the topics designated by the audience.
The first tournament of the
Comedy League of America was
thrown in 1988, according to the
Web site.

Want to FLY?

It originally involved 10 teams
but has now grown to 25.
The Web site stated that the
Comedy Sportz teams are from all
across the United States, including
one in San Jose, which opened in
1987.
San Jose’s team was the runnerup in the 1993 tournament.
Joe West has done other progranis such as barbecues, movie
nights and charity functions for the

1

residents of the hall, LaVal said.
Residents pay a fee when they
register, which goes to a programming fund, LaVal said.
The Joe West Hall government
wanted to do something out of the
ordinary to show residents that
their money is being put to good
use.
The hall wanted to make this
event bigger and more significant,
she said.
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LIVE AND LEARN
jAPANESE!
The Wa.seda Oregon Programs take North American and international students to
the prestigious Waseda LSI iversit Iiikyo. Japan fin academic programs of-Japanese
language and comparative US-Japan Societies study:
Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program
July 5 - August 17. 2001
Waseda Oregon Transnational PLogrant
January I 5 June 2.i. 2002
Scholarships of up to SI IRID are available for the Transnational Program. For more
information. contact:

www.flying20.com
Ross University School of Medicine
School of Veterinary Medicine
Thurvdr.
ilarch

PEN HOUSE

Ross University is a
dedicated teaching
organization that helps
its students achieve
their potential.

We rordially invite you, your family. and friends Ross 1;IIIVCI,I1) IS pleased hi
announce the (.Men House for the Spring Yat invite you to hear about our medical and

vetenriary school programs. Current students. alumni. and Ross Uruversny staff will
he aVallable to addreis your questions and concerns We are hosting a video presentation
and refreshments will he served

SAN FRANCISCO MARRIOTT
55 Fourth Street, San Frandsen, CA 94103

of Veterinary Medicine
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

School

School of Sfedicine
6:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.

R.S.3’.P. to confirm your attendance: (MS) 401-7677
email: adminnionoierriumed.edu - admksioncerouvetedia
vrelp,ites.
nametted Mope n h PUS!
etetlidi me n h r.114.

st 11001, Of tlf 0111\1.

SI H0011111/ Ilk! \ 110 111,11111\E

. 11throtanatel, 96’. of RI Slf gludenta obtain
I
reorient,’ upon graduation
. Ilith pus rale for la Imo taken on the
I 11111, Step I
. Multiple Male ’aurora. and rlinual
affiliations at 40 . I S

. Over MOO grad. Are I pen.ed and partici ne
throuehout the I S
.
proeram at I S Sea narv Sehool.
. latent eradiate. report average pu. rate.
treater than *I on the ’INF and trnater than
971 for OW DT

. Modem rlaasroom and laboratones trith elate of the art audionsual equipaent and (*maulers
. hnanaal aid available for students irtro qualify

ROSS UNIVERSITY
460 West 34th Street, NY,

417.:711.1171Cfrr

NY 10001
Toll -free telephone: (Mk) 404-7677
Fax (212) 947-7132

-become a pilot
-flight instruct Fivinit Twelg7 Filicbt Club
more info-lowest prices
-excellent 152/172/ 182RG

Mike ’’ "8-97"765
mkkinyors34ics.com

Waseda Oregon Office
Portland State University
(800) 823-7938
envw.wasedaoregon.org

GMAT
STRATEGY COURSE

Restaurant
NORDSTROM
All new exciting restaurant concept at the grand opening of Nordstroi,
Valley Fair. Come be part of the excitement

Cafe Bistro
The Cale Bistro is know hiring expenenced line cooks. prep cooks.
servers, and greeters. All Day Shifts Available.
Starting wage: Cooke: $10.00-$12.00 based on prior experience

Server: $8.00 + tips
Greeter: 812.00 an hour
Excellent benefits such as insurance. 401(k), profit sharing, vacatton
and merchandise discounts

Please contact the Cale Bistro Manager Lark Tittle at
I408) 248-21(10 ext. mato schedule an interview. EOE

Unique Strategies

$450
March 25. 27. 29
April I, 1. 5. 8
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